
MARSHALL GOLDSMITH’S 

TRIGGERS WORKSHOP

 

P R I M E  M E R I D I A N  C O N S U L T I N G

I N D I A  P V T  L T D

Sparking Positive Change and Creating Behavior

that Lasts -      

Becoming the Person, You Want to Be

Everything in TRIGGERS works.

 It doesn’t “kind of” work or “sort of” works. It works.

 The suggestions will help you understand how to close the

gap between the “ideal you” and the “real you”.



Bestselling author and world-renowned executive coach
Marshall Goldsmith examines the environmental and
psychological triggers that can derail us at work and in
life.
In February 2016, Amazon.com recognized the ‘100
Best Leadership & Success Books’ in the To Read in
Your Lifetime series. Both 'Triggers' and 'What Got You
Here Won’t Get You There' were recognized as one of
the ‘100 Best Leadership & Success Books’.

About the Workshop

Benefits

Ø  Understand the concept of TRIGGERS and how the
environment shapes our behaviors. 
Ø  Understand why we do not achieve our goals and
how structure can help us achieve our plans.
Ø  Begin practicing an integrated approach to planning
life and business.
Ø  Learn how the 6-question process can help us
achieve your goals.
Ø  Spark positive change and make it last.

Modules

1. Life’s Locus: We Are (Not) In Control. Change is
difficult – it takes time and effort. We need to
understand both the why and how of change. By
understanding what TRIGGERS are and how they
affect us, we can identify them early on. As a result, we
can leverage encouraging TRIGGERS to propel us
towards a more productive outcome 
2. 15 Delusions That Stop. Behavioral Change In Its
Tracks. Becoming the person, we want to be first
requires overcoming some common delusions – 15 to
be exact. By avoiding overcoming these belief
TRIGGERS, we can easily take more positive steps
towards creating meaningful change that lasts.



3. Restriction of Choice Creates Freedom To Act.
Choices takes time, are depleting and are distracting.
The more we can restrict (often less important) choice,
the freer we become. By focusing on the right choices,
we can focus our effort on achieving our goals.
4. The Mojo Meter. Life is good but many of us spend
too much time ‘surviving or sacrificing’. A great way to
Spark Positive Change and Make it Last is by
unleashing your MOJO : that positive spirit—towards
what we are doing — now – that starts from the inside
– and radiates to the outside.

5. To Change or Not to Change; That is NOT the
Question. While many people struggle with change,
there is a single question that simplifies the choice and
frees the person to become the person they want to
be.
6. To Develop Other’s, Start With Yourself. The
Planner / Doer bias makes planning easy, but
following-through difficult. Courage, humility and
discipline are key ingredients in the change process.
To take others where they want to go, you first need
the ingredients to get them there ,that is, start with
yourself.
7. Leader as Facilitator – FORD CEO Case
Study. Leaders all want one thing - to become more
successful. By leveraging a proven 7-step process for
facilitating, leaders can measurably improve their
teams.

Modules


